HOSPITALITY PRINT
SERVICES
GRAPHIC SOLUTIONS FOR HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, AND EVENT SPACES

WHO IS RIOT?
Riot Creative Imaging prints and installs
high-end color graphics for some of the
world’s best-known brands. We specialize in
producing environmental graphics, crafting
event displays, and providing full-service
project management, from concept and
design to printing and installation.
RIOT IS DRIVEN BY AN INTENSE DESIRE TO
AMAZE CUSTOMERS BY TRANSFORMING
THEIR VISIONS INTO REALITY.
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RESTAURANTS & PUBLIC SPACES

Build a space that captivates

Application
Custom art and wall graphics
Menus

Restaurants and lobbies that draw foot traffic serve as powerful marketing tools when

Menu board

you make the most of them. Everything that visitors see – from restaurant menus and

Signs

directional signs to custom art and wall graphics – creates a perception of your hotel.
Riot’s world-class signage and graphic solutions help you to reinforce your brand,
attract new business, and keep guests coming back for more.

Create an atmosphere
Design a look that your visitors will love
throughout your hotel with beautiful wall
coverings, colorful signs, restaurant
menus, and more.
Consistent branding
Whether you have a single hotel or hundreds
of locations around the globe, consistent
visuals build confidence and familiarity,
bolstering customer loyalty and retention.
Modernized spaces
Keeping your graphics, signs, and wall
coverings vibrant and fresh helps to
maximize revenue while avoiding a stale
visual experience.
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HOTEL MARKETING

Represent your brand with
confidence and consistency

Application

It’s not easy to get new guests in the door if your company materials don’t look professional.

Flyers

Unfortunately, marketing assets are an area where it’s common to cut corners.

Elevator wraps

Riot produces high-quality marketing materials such as stationery, brochures, flyers,

Business cards
Brochures

POP banners

promotional items, and business cards. Partner with Riot and we’ll make sure you have

Window clings

all of the assets you need to run your hotel and take it to new heights.

Posters
Table tents

Make your materials stand out
We have a large selection of quality
card stock and our production equipment
is capable of embossing, imprinting, and
coating a variety of materials.
High-quality
Your collateral is always printed on
premium materials to ensure you make
a great impression on guests and
prospects every time.
Convenient and efficient
Simply pick up your materials from one
of our convenient locations, or Riot will
deliver your marketing assets to you
anywhere in the world.
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GUEST ROOMS & CORRIDORS

Craft a seamless guest experience
from floor to ceiling

Application

From the look and feel of your hallways to the artwork and printed materials within

Wall coverings

guestrooms, creating a cohesive visual experience requires planning and impeccable

Room service menus

execution of every detail.

Guest welcome kits

Artwork & pictures
Room numbers

Riot’s colorful graphics solutions will help you to transform your space so you can
attract new customers, promote your brand, and clearly communicate your message.

Great impressions
Up-to-date design trends create a warm
and inviting space to ensure that you’re
impressing guests while representing your
brand with professionalism and style.
Grow your business
Help guide customers through your hotel,
encourage new buying behaviors, and
promote key products and services.
Professional consultation
Our experts will meet with you to review
your goals and objectives in detail, then
we’ll recommend a graphics solution, create
your prints, and install them with precision
and care.
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CONFERENCES & EVENT SPACES

Come for the event,
stay for the experience

Application

It’s hard to distinguish your event space from competitors’ if your facility is outdated and

Tradeshow booths

lacks visual appeal. From window graphics and wall coverings to banners and tradeshow

Window graphics

booths, we’ll help to make sure you look your best.

Temporary wall coverings

POP banners
Feather flags

We’re experts at helping you to showcase your space with colorful graphics, modern
designs, and exciting visual elements. Trust Riot to provide you with everything you need
to make your next event a success.

Full-service
Our project managers offer unmatched
logistical support throughout every phase
of your roll-out plan, from site survey and
measuring, to printing and installation.
Rapid deployment
From our 21 locations worldwide, we
can accommodate last-minute requests
and are committed to installing your
graphics professionally, quickly, and on-time.
Custom displays
Aside from traditional tradeshow booths, we
produce unique display systems and graphic
backdrops that maximize the response for
any occasion.
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NEW CONSTRUCTION & REMODELS

Signs built for any job

Application
Barricade graphics
Fence banner

Guiding visitors around construction areas and remodels can be tricky, but a good sign

Safety signage

informs visitors to use caution, helps guests know where to go, and shows them the easiest

Wayfinding

way to get there.
Riot produces banners, signs, and construction barricades for nearly any application,
helping you to provide clear messaging and a pleasant experience no matter how messy
the project.

Multiple applications
Signs and banners can fit wherever you
need them, from construction sites, events,
restaurants, lobbies, and more.
Convenient and scalable
Whether you need a construction barricade
at one location or safety and ADA signs at
multiple sites, we’ll deliver to you and install
anywhere in the world.
Clear and consistent messaging
Installing quality displays that help customers
navigate through your space leaves a positive
impression with guests, ensuring they come
back to visit once the dust is settled.
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CLOSER THAN
YOU THINK
• Atlanta
• Baltimore
• Bangalore
• Chicago
• Cleveland
• Costa Mesa
• Dallas
• Denver
• Dubai
• Hawaii
• Houston
• Kansas City

• Las Vegas
• London
• Los Angeles
• Miami
• Minneapolis
• New York
• Orlando
• San Francisco
• Seattle
• Toronto
• Tulsa
• Vancouver
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